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ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY, DALLAS, TEXAS, NOVEMBER TWENTY-TWO, SIXTY-THREE, CO: DALLAS,

GI SIX-TWO -- TWO SEVEN FIVE EIGHT.

LEE HARVEY OSWALD, IS - R, CI ONE HUNDRED FIVE - TWO

FIVE ZERO FIVE.

ARNOLD JOHNSON, IS - C, ISA - NINETEEN FIFTY, CO: NEW YORK, BUFIL ONE HUNDRED - ONE TWO FIVE EIGHT THREE, NY FILE ONE HUNDRED - ONE SIX ZERO TWO ONE, CI FILE ONE HUNDRED - ONE NINE ONE ZERO.

ON DECEMBER TWELVE, LAST, CI TWO NINE ONE - S AND CI THREE HUNDRED - S, WHO HAVE FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST, ADVISED THAT ARNOLD JOHNSON (PUBLIC RELATIONS DIRECTOR, CP, USA) PRESIDED AT CP MEETING, HOME OF GEMNE
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